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Open meeting – last meeting discussed ---
4 ½ doctors – Dr Woo leaving in April 2014, may come back after birth of child. Dr Jaiyeola leaving, Dr Singh here for a year as a salaried GP, may know another GP to join practice.  Sufficient GPs in mornings.

Phlebotomy tender – all going on at moment.

Treatment room tender – 3 practices applying including this one, application submitted.  Ear irrigation clinic by Friday, phlebotomy in January.  There was a comment that phlebotomy seemed to have improved lately, seemed quicker.  Phlebotomy clinics are in mornings only followed by home visits.  We would take all other GPs blood requests, advertise the service.

Ultrasound service is contracted out from hospitals, Echocardiograms offered at Bulwell Riverside.

E prescriptions – improved? Trying to tie up review dates.  Box for comments mentioned, requested change tablets to soluble but ignored.  Put on bottom “comments” Julie to check. Comment that Averoes were good, gave a good service.

Graham Allen – Linda and Ann sent letters, no reply, regarding the appointments issues. He wouldn’t come here to discuss. He only wanted a written reply. Write to him again, invitation still open.

Funding – keep patients out of emergency departments, reduce referrals.

PALS discussed for  complaints.  

Consultants unable to refer inter-hospital, referrals have to come from GP, all about funding.

Issue of one problem per appointment raised – LB has 15 minute slots, are 10 minute slots more cost effective, we don’t have to do 10 minute appointments next year.

Issue of interpreter needed for some patients then needing double appointments. Asked if they can use relatives – no as GP can’t rely on full translation either way.  It does cost for interpreters but we have to do it this way. Also could do phone interpreter but not ideal, would rather have in person.

DNAs annoying especially if interpreter booked as 2 wasted appointments and waste of time for interpreter.

Text reminder service setting up soon. Patients are able to reply now, can do surveys like smoking service.

Possibility of forming a constitution to enable fund raising.

Appointments – comment that someone rang at 8am call answered, wanted to see SK, informed full up so got annoyed and hung up, rang later in week, call answered at 8.15, wanted to see SK, still full up.  Annoyed asking how can this be? Wrote a complaint and brought it in and waited in waiting room.  Manager had just returned from leave and was busy, asked to come back next day.  Patient was advised to say that she needed to see a particular GP, rang next day and got in.  On the wart clinic list pt missed letter for appointment, rang in but never got further appointment.  As it had spread she had to been seen at hospital.   When the GP refers they need to know the situation of the waiting list and let HP see pt to determine whether he can treat.  We need to clarify this with all GPs, perhaps plan clinics over the year.  

Minor surgery explained – joint injections – knees, elbows and shoulders.  Steroid injections, implants and coil fitting.  Excisions of cysts (anywhere but face), skin tags and cautery – go to histopathology.

LB saw a good practice leaflet but we are unable to get advertising to fund leaflet production – no interest.

We could get a TV to advertise services – need fund raising though.

LB suggested patients should tell reception what they want and make themselves clear. Whether to see GP/nurse/or if phone call would suffice.

Development work – approached by CCG with money for “Doctor first” and “physio first” to use us as a pilot site.  Meeting about this on 9 January 2014, all calls would be triaged.  Training would be given to staff/GPs, patient would be called back and phone system to direct patient accordingly and prioritise what needs to be dealt with first.

Comments on appointments system – discussed at length, patient access discussed.

Next meeting 20 March 2014

